
13 November, 2019 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
Re: 3D BUILDERS 
 
There are four magic words when building a house and Trevor and Kate achieved these for us - “on 

budget, on time”.  

We were fortunate enough to have the team at 3D Builders construct our beautiful home in Matakana. 

The weather was kind to us and the house was complete within six months. 

Trevor was highly recommended to us. In turn, Trevor recommended Paul Chapman of Design Chaps to 

complete excellent, comprehensive drawings for the house. 

Our build was remote from our residence therefore Trevor and his team were left to complete much of 

the build independently. We felt very comfortable with this. From the outset, we inherently felt a huge 

amount of trust for Trevor and Kate due to their early display of warmth, efficiency, knowledge and 

excellent communication. They are both so skilled and proficient yet also genuine and modest. 

For the duration of the build, nothing fazed Trevor. There were no build issues and everything was 

extremely well organised. We had the added requirements of Homestar 7 compliancy which Kate and 

Trevor “took in their stride” effortlessly. The workmanship is of the highest quality, there is nothing we 

can fault. 

Kate epitomises efficiency. She manages communication, financials and schedules with ease. 

The provision of the Co-Construct online programme and app were very useful to follow the build 

progress and keep abreast of financials. 

Trevor and Kate are a dream team with their combined skills. It is not surprising that they have such a 

great reputation in the area. 

We recommend Trevor, Kate and 3D Builders without hesitation. Our house is gorgeous and our only 

regret is that the experience has come to an end as we have enjoyed the process of building.  

We hope to build with Trevor and Kate again and are very grateful to them for all they have done to 

make this a fabulous experience and for giving us a home we love. 

 

Kind regards,  
Corinne Yee and Tom Tuke 


